
eInsight: Top Reports



1. RFM Arrival Report with Guest Details: Arrivals for a selected date range, that 
shows all corresponding guest information (Room, Email, Rate Type)

2. Datasource Variance Report: Shows database growth over a selected timeframe, 
while comparing to another time frame to show email growth. Breaks it down by 
email status

3. Geographic Analysis - By State: Shows the top feeder markets that are coming in 
to the hotels. This report can also be run by City, Country and MSA

4. Stay Analysis - By Market Segment: This breaks down stay information for each 
market segment. Shows all corresponding information such as revenue, ADR, and 
ALOS

5. Lead Time Analysis: Shows you how far in advance guests are booking before 
arrival date.

6. Repeat vs. New: Compares your guests over two-time frames to see which of 
these guests have stayed before.

7. Top Guests by Revenue/Room Nights/Stays: You can pull this one for brand or 
property to see the actual guests who have spent the most or stayed the most

8. Rate Plan Production: Breaks down the revenue and stay information for each 
rate. 

TOP REPORTS



RFM ARRIVIALS WITH GUEST DETAILS

Arrivals for a selected date range, that show all corresponding guest information for that guest and stay (Room, Email, 
Rate Type).

Frequency: Pull weekly for the upcoming weeks arrivals or daily.



DATASOURCE VARIANCE REPORT

Database growth over a selected timeframe, while comparing to another date range.  This will show email growth.  It 
also allows you to see the validity of emails collected.

Frequency: This is set by arrival date, suggested to pull monthly for the previous month arrivals.



GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS - BY STATE

Gives you the ability to see where your guests are coming from.  This is pulling from the PMS so you will be able to view 
your top feeder markets. This report can also be run by City, Country and MSA

Frequency: Monthly or Quarterly to have enough data to action off of.



STAY ANALYSIS - BY MARKET SEGMENT

This breaks down stay information for each market segment. Shows all corresponding information such as revenue, ADR, 
and ALOS.  Great view to see what sector your guests are coming from

Frequency: This would be beneficial to view for the month prior or even quarterly



LEAD TIME ANALYSIS

Shows you how far in advance guests are booking before arrival date.  This will help with analyzing how far in advance 
your guests are booking and when you should market to them.

Frequency: Monthly or Quarterly



REPEAT VS. NEW GUESTS

Compares your guests over two-time frames to see which of these guests have stayed before.  Helps you gauge how 
you are doing with retaining guests.

Frequency: Monthly or quarterly



TOP GUESTS BY REVENUE/ROOM NIGHTS/STAYS

This is an excellent report to see your actual top guests.  Gives you the opportunity to see the guests information by who 
spends the most and stays the most.   This allows you to flag these guests based on their loyalty to the hotel.

Frequency: Monthly or Quarterly as well as for the upcoming month to see your arriving tops guests.



RATE PLAN PRODUCTION

Breaks down the revenue and stay information for each rate.  Allows you to gauge what rate types are successful. 

Frequency: Monthly or Quarterly


